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14-18 November 2021

DISCOVER AND CONNECT WITH 
GAME CHANGING STARTUPS 
AND INVESTORS

The digital era has brought a fundamental shift in the global economy, pushing  

the limits of innovation and redefining the boundaries of global trade. Over the  

last 15 years, the ICT sector – as a backdrop to innovation and digital advances

– has seen its share grow from just 1.3% of the global economy to 3%, and it’s  

set to grow even more.*

Technology has been propelling us into the future of transportation — that means  

not only autonomous vehicles but new modes of flight as well. The aerospace  

industry has undergone huge transformation and development that has led it to  

become one of the most lucrative industries within the startup ecosystem.

New ideas and innovation combined with the inherent complexities and higher  

customer expectations, have created a prime opportunity for startups. Venture  

capitalists are increasingly ready to take the risk that a disruptive new entrant can  

out-hustle the big players.

* Report from Global IT/IT Enabled Services and ICT Industry



THE STARTUP LAUNCHPAD

In 2019 alone investment in aerospace  

startups reached nearly

$1 billion**

A US space radar company raised

$13 million

There was 238startup investment  

deals across the MENA region in 2019

alone amounting to

$471 million
in total investment*

A Chinese satellite-maker garnered

$22 million

** Weforum.org

*Magnitt Startup Report

A European rocket-builder took in

$35 million

Accelerators accounted for

32%
of all investments involving

Saudi-based startups (2019  

Saudi Arabia VC report)

A plan to send a robot to themoon  

received a

$5 million
capital injection

The Oman Technology Fund,  in 

partnership with

500
Startups, initiated the Wadi

Accelerator programme,a

$15 million
tech startup funding initiative*
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Guaranteed FACE TIME with  

thousands of visitors and buyers  

and an opportunity to meet industry  

experts.

Live interactivity for startups  

via the OFFICIAL MOBILE 

APP to discuss the latest  

technologies and

innovations.

Dedicated STARTUP 
STAGE for pitches,  

competitions and

workshops.

Connect with top-class panel of  

investors, corporate and government  

buyers & international media for

HIGH LEVEL NETWORKING

AN ULTIMATE GATHERING  
GROUND FOR STARTUPS AND  
BREAKTHROUGH IDEAS
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Vista will give startups access to programmes, mentorship and a chance to meet with  

key decision makers and globally ranked investors to launch, grow and scale their  

startups.

The global pandemic has encouraged a wave of new innovations required to support  

the various industries during this time and we want to give these technologies the  

platform they need to succeed by putting startups face to face with the right people in  

the right setting.
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14-18 November 2021

WHAT WILL YOU SEE AT

CONFERENCES/SEMINARS

+ Dedicated startup stage for pitches, conferences and workshops - bringing you the  

latest news and innovations from the entire aerospace ecosystem.

MENTORSHIP CLINIC

+ Eager to be successful? Don’t know where to start? Learn from the experience of  

startup success stories and investors.

MEETINGS AND INVESTOR PROGRAMME

+ Guaranteed facetime with thousands of visitors and buyers and an opportunity to  

meet industry leaders, c levels, key decision makers and globally ranked investors.

NETWORKING LOUNGE

+ Connect with a top-class panel of investors, corporate and government buyers &  

international media for high level networking.

CHALLENGES AND PITCH COMPETITIONS

+ Get ready to pitch your startups to the aerospace ecosystem and tech leaders and  

investors – sponsored by corporate identities.

GLOBAL & REGIONAL STARTUPS

+ An interactive map of Startups from all over, come together to display and discuss  

the latest technologies and innovations.
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WHO WILL ATTEND

STARTUPS WILL BE REPRESENTED FROM 12 SECTORS

Artificial Intelligence (AI) Future Mobility Software

Cyber Security Defense Tourism

Space Aerospace Material Science

Robotics Drones Sustainability

CREATORS

+ NationalLeaders

+ Investors

+ Developers

+ Govt.Entities

+ Critical Infrastructure
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MENTORS

+ University Leaders

+ TalentManagers

+ Training Managers

+ HRLeaders

+ Entrepreneurs

+ CEOs

INNOVATORS

+ Operators

+ GlobalBrands

+ Tech Disruptors

+ Distributors

+ Promoters
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AT DUBAI AIRSHOW
HOSTED ALONGSIDE ONE OF THE WORLD’S  
BIGGEST AIRSHOWS

Vista will be co-located with the Dubai Airshow, the most important meeting point for  

aerospace professionals worldwide.

Over 84,000 visitors attend the Dubai Airshow to witness the most innovative  

products and solutions alongside a host of exciting features and thought-leadership  

conferences.

1,200
exhibitors

84,043 attendees

from 148 countries

161
aircraft on display

1420
media attendees

314 Civil and  

Military delegations
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VISITORS AT A GLANCE

VISITORS BY  
COUNTRY

MENA 60%

Americas 10%

Europe 15%

Rest of World 15%

Commercial Aviation 40%

Business Aviation 30%

Defence 20%

Space 10%

KEY  
SECTORS
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GOLF TOURNAMENT 16 - NOVEMBER 2021

The Dubai Airshow Golf Tournament is held on the Emirates  

Golf Club, Faldo Course and is hosted by GT Exhibitions  

Limited and TWI Group, providing an unrivaled networking  

opportunity in a relaxed environment.

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
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GALA DINNER 17 - NOVEMBER 2021

Widely regarded as one of the most sought-after invitation of  

the year, the Dubai Airshow Gala Dinner is the social highlight  

of the Dubai Airshow week. An evening hosted by Dubai  

Airports attracts performances from a spectacular list ofartists  

including Jennifer Lopez, Sir Tom Jones, Diana Ross, Stevie  

Wonder, Katy Perry, OneRepublic and many more.

Venue: Atlantis, The Palm I  Time: 7:00 pm

EXHIBITOR PARTY 12 - NOVEMBER 2021

The Exhibitor Party is set in one of the most sought-after  

venues where exhibitors and sponsors have an opportunity  

to network with key industry influencers and establish  

business relationships in a fun atmosphere prior to the  

event opening.
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CONTENT STREAMS

Dubai Airshow brings you a host of thought-leadership 

content based on current themes and future trends 

that are backed by leading experts and practitioners 

from the aerospace sector.

Global Air  Traff ic  Management and Cargo 
Connect - two integral conferences will cover the 

challenges and trends within the air traffic and cargo 

sectors.

Aerospace 2050 features a series of tracks 

dedicated to some of the key growth areas of the 

industry including future transport, sustainability, and 

space.

Tech Xplore will highlight how emerging technologies 

are helping reboot aviation and changing the entire 

flying experience using 5G, AI, Cyber Security and 

Automation.
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HUB
STAGE

AEROSPACE 
2050 FORUM

MONDAY

15 NOV 2021

GLOBAL AIR TRAFFIC 
MANAGEMENT

AVIATION 
SUSTAINABILITY

NEW
CYBER SECURITY

STARTUP PITCH & 
MENTORSHIP

TUESDAY

16 NOV 2021
CARGO CONNECT SPACE AI

MENTORSHIP & 
INVESTORS CLINIC

WEDNESDAY

17 NOV 2021
CARGO CONNECT

ADVANCED AERIAL
MOBILITY

NEW
AUTOMATION

MENTORSHIP & 
INVESTORS CLINIC

THURSSDAY

18 NOV 2021
NEXT GEN LEADERS 5G

STARTUP COMPETITION 
FINALS

TECH XPLORE 
- NEW

STARTUP STAGE
- NEW
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Vista Agenda
Time 15th Nov 16th Nov 17th Nov 18th Nov

10:00

10:20 – 11:00
Keynote: Startups invading the industry
An increasing number of companies are setting up 
investment arms and launching accelerator programs 
to support innovation in the aerospace industry. This 
session will highlight increasing investments in 
aerospace startups, sectors they are focusing on and 
the new opportunities

10:15 - 10:45
Mentorship Clinic Hosted by Abu Dhabi Global Market 
(ADGM)

10:15 - 10:45
Keynote Panel: Investments – Grow and scale your 
aviation startup

10:15 – 11:00
Mentorship Clinic 

10:30

11:00 11:00 – 14:30
Startup Competition Pitch Day

Get ready to pitch your startup to the aerospace 
ecosystem, tech leaders and  investors 

18 startups across 3 categories will compete to be 
named the most innovative startup of 2021

10:45 – 11:15
Keynote: Startup Success Story
Boeing Applied Innovation

10:45 - 11:30
Mentorship Clinic hosted by Boeing Applied Innovation

11:00 – 14:30
Startup Competition Finals

12 Finalists will compete for the top prize 
in each category by delivering a first-class 
pitch to impress our judges

11:30

12:00

11:15 – 14:00
Starburst Selection Committee 

11:30 - 12:15
Mentorship Clinic hosted by Mubadala

12:30
12:15 – 12:45
Panel Discussion: Shaping the future of the aerospace 
industry
Highlighting the latest accelerators and innovation 
programs by stakeholders in the industry, their offerings 
and how they are supporting the startup eco-system 

13:00 12:45 – 13:30
Mentorship Clinic 

13:30

14:00 13:30 – 14:30
Mentorship Clinic 

14:30

14:00 – 14:30 Panel Discussion: Space based technology 
startups making lasting impacts
Hear about opportunities for new and existing space 
startups. What do investors who are active in this sector 
think about what’s changed, what hasn’t and what’s 
coming in the future?

15:00

15:30

16:00
14:30 - 16:30
Investor Roundtables/matchmaking:
Opportunity for startups to meet corporate VC’s and 
investors 

14:30 - 16:30
Investor Roundtables/matchmaking:
Opportunity for startups to meet corporate VC’s and 
investors

14:30 - 16:30
Investor Roundtables/matchmaking:
Opportunity for startups to meet corporate VC’s and 
investors 

16:30 End of Day



PACKAGES AND PRICING

POD PACKAGE

+ All-inclusive POD with electrics, furniture andbranding

+ Access to Investor matchmaking

+ Access to Meetings programme and lead retrieval

+ Access to Mentorship Sessions

+ Free Application to Pitch Competitions

+ Public Liability Insurance

+ 2 Free entry tickets to Dubai Airshow

+ 2 Free passes to the Exhibitorparty

EARLY BIRD RATE

US$ 1,950 / PER Pod (valid until 28-Feb 2021)

STANDARD RATE

US$ 2,200 / PER Pod (valid from 1-Mar 2021)

(all prices excluding VAT)

SPACE ONLY

+ 20sqm raw  space (minimum)

+ Access to investors

+ Access to Meetings programme and lead retrieval 

+ Access to mentorshipsessions

+ Free of charge sessions for startups

+ Option to apply forchallenges

+ 2 passes to exhibitorparty

STANDARD RATE

US$ 570 / PER sqm

(all prices excluding VAT)
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SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

INVESTOR PROGRAMME SPONSOR

Speaking and thought leadership opportunities:

+ Panel speakingopportunity

+ Host a workshoponsite

+ Host a mentorship clinic session

Marketing and Media Coverage:

+ Logo included on marketing collateral (where applicable)

+ Logo on thewebsite

+ Logo inclusion in direct emailcampaigns

+ Profile listing on thewebsite

+ Preshow and onsite social mediacoverage

+ Mention in press releases (whereapplicable)

+ Opportunity to provide guest invitewish-list

STRATEGIC PARTNER
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Speaking and thought leadership opportunities:

+ One Speaking slot on the mainstage

(content to be agreed with conference producer)

+ Host a mentorship clinic session

+ Panel speakingopportunity

+ Host a workshoponsite

+ Opportunity to sit on the competition judgingpanel

Marketing and Media Coverage:

+ Logo included on marketing collateral (where applicable)

+ Logo on thewebsite

+ Logo inclusion in direct emailcampaigns

+ Profile listing on thewebsite

+ Preshow and onsite social mediacoverage

+ Mention in press releases (whereapplicable)

+ Opportunity to provide guest invitewish-list

Onsite Branding:

+ Branding on startupsstage

+ Inclusion on the sponsor thank you board

+ Logo included on directional signage where Vista  

is mentioned

+ Suggested to be included in VIPtour

+ Logo included on the front page of the showguide

+ Inclusion as a sponsor within the show guide and event app

US$50,000

Onsite Branding:

+ Branding on startupsstage

+ Branding within the investorlounge

+ Inclusion on the sponsor thank you board

+ Inclusion as a sponsor within the show guide and event app

+ Logo on directional signage where investor lounge  

mentioned

US$50,000

There are a wide range of opportunities when it comes to getting involved and putting your brand at the forefront of leading innovators, future tech and game changing startups within the aero-

space ecosystem. Choose from the below or get in touch with the team to tailor a package that will give you the ultimate return on objectives.
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FREEZONE PARTNER

Speaking and thought leadership opportunities:

+ Host a mentorship clinic session

+ Panel speakingopportunity

+ Opportunity to hostcompetition

+ Pre show management and onsite delivery of competition

+ Opportunity to sit on the competition judgingpanel

Marketing and Media Coverage:

+ Logo included on marketing collateral (where applicable)

+ Logo on thewebsite

+ Logo inclusion in direct emailcampaigns

+ Profile listing on thewebsite

+ Direct promotion of competition through marketing  

channels

+ Preshow and onsite social mediacoverage

+ Mention in press releases (whereapplicable)

+ Opportunity to provide guest invitewish-list

Onsite Branding:

+ Branding on startupsstage

+ Inclusion on the sponsor thank you board

+ Inclusion as a sponsor within the show guide and event app

+ Editorial within show dailynewspaper

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES CONT

COMPETITION PARTNER
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Speaking and thought leadership opportunities:

+ Host a mentorship clinic session

+ Panel speakingopportunity

+ Opportunity to hostcompetition

+ Pre show management and onsite delivery of competition

+ Opportunity to sit on the competition judgingpanel

+ Pre-show management and onsite delivery of competition

Marketing and Media Coverage:

+ Logo included on marketing collateral (whereapplicable)

+ Logo on thewebsite

+ Logo inclusion in direct emailcampaigns

+ Profile listing on thewebsite

+ Direct promotion of competition through all marketingchannels

+ Preshow and onsite social mediacoverage

+ Mention in press releases (whereapplicable)

+ Opportunity to provide guest invitewish-list

Onsite Branding:

+ Branding on startupsstage

+ Inclusion on the sponsor thank you board

+ Inclusion as a sponsor within the show guide and event app

US$30,000

US$25,000
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THE EAST-WEST STARTUP HUB

Follow us for the latest updates & announcements:

#DubaiAirshow | #Vista
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CONTACT OUR TEAM

info@dubaiairshow.aero 

Tel: +971 (0)4 603 3300

www.dubaiairshow.aero
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